About Us

RAI

Rai Catering prides itself on being a family run establishment.
What began as a modest concern has now through hard work
and sheer determination evolved and grown into a leading
force in a competitive industry. Our enviable reputation for
quality regardless of numbers and total commitment to
customer satisfaction has placed us at the forefront of event
organisation.
We at Rai Catering select only the finest ingredients, the
freshest of products and utilise the services of expert chefs
to ensure that only the best is served at your table. Food
production and event organisaton is supervised personally by
the Rai family. With over twenty years of experience and a
flair for innovation, our reputation has grown from strength
to strength.
We understand that each event is unique and our dedicated
team will work with you through every aspect of your requirements to make sure that your event is a success. Our
passion for food and our recipes are totally unique. Our
experience shows that every customer brings with them their
own individual ideas and we believe in building bespoke packages to suit your requirements and your budget.
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We offer an elite catering service
to suit your individual needs.
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STARTERS
Vegetarian Starters
•Samosa
•Spring Roll
•Vegetable Pakora
•Mini Cocktail Samosa
•Mini Cocktail Springroll
•Aloo Tikki
•Garlic Mushrooms
•Chana Curry
•Chilli Paneer
•Bombay Potatoes
•Spicy Noodles

Non Vegetarian Starters
•Chicken Tikka
•Chicken Drumsticks
•Jeera Chicken
•Chilli Chicken
•Sheek Kebabs
•Mince Keema
•Lamb Masala
•Fish Pakora

Main Course
Vegetarian Main Course
•Mutter Paneer
•Palak Paneer
•Shahi Paneer

Sides
Breads
•Tandoori Nan
•Roti
•Puris
•Bhatura

•Pakora Khurie
•Aloo Gobhi
•Aloo Sabji
•Gobhi Korma
•Aloo Bengan
•Tinde
•Bhindi Fried
•Mixed Vegetable Sabji
•Chana Daal
•Mussur Daal
•Daal Makhni

Rice Dishes
•Pilau Rice
•Jeera Rice
•Mixed Veg Rice

Yogurts
•Dhai
•Salad Raita
•Bhoondi Dhai
•Bhalla Dhai

Non Vegetarian Main Course

Desserts

•Lamb Curry
•Lamb Balti

•Rasmalai

•Lamb Saag
•Chicken Curry
•Chicken Kharai
•Butter Chicken
•Palak Chicken
•Keema
•Fish Curry

•Gulab Jaman
•Fruit Salad
•Ice-Cream
•Kheer
•Strawberries and Ice-Cream
•Gajar ka Halwa
•Kulfi

